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DIAMOND BLADES AND MACHINERY
MPS/MPSS SUPERIOR DIAMOND BLADE
UNIVERSAL / HARD

Applications include: building 
products, general purpose, kerbs 
and slabs, concrete pavers and 
blocks, roof tiles.
- General purpose blade
- 10mm segment height
- All round performance
- Available sizes: 4”, 4.5”, 5”,
  7”, 9”, 14” and 16”

Applications include: granite, natural stone, clay products, engineering 
bricks, metal, concrete products, all building materials.
- 12mm segment height
- Excellent fast cut on universal & hard materials

- 15mm segment height

TU10 TURBO DIAMOND BLADE  
UNIVERSAL / HARD
OX-TU10-4 / OX-TU10-4.5 / OX-TU10-5 / OX-TU10-7
OX-TU10-9 / OX-TU10-14 /  OX-TU10-16

TC10 DIAMOND BLADE
GENERAL PURPOSE / CONCRETE
OX-TC10-4 / OX-TC10-4.5 / OX-TC10-5 / OX-TC10-7
OX-TC10-9 / OX-TC10-14 /  OX-TC10-16

Applications include: concrete 
products, clay products, granite, 
engineering bricks, building 
products.- Plate Size 610 x 
460mm
- Fast cutting universal blade
- 10mm segment height
- Super fast turbo segment 
- Cooling holes
- Cuts it all – guaranteed
- Available sizes: 4”, 4.5”, 5”,
  7”, 9”, 14” and 16”

UB10 ZEBRA ABRASIVE
DIAMOND BLADE
UB10-7 / UB10-9 / UB10-14 / UB10-16

PDC DRY CORE DRILL
OX-PDC-032 - 127

UA10 BLACK SHART ASPHALT
DIAMOND BLADE
UA10-14 / UA10-16

PCC DRY CORE CASE KIT
OX-PCC-5

UWC 1-1/4” UNC WET CORE DRILL
OX-UWC022-450 - 200-450

Applications include: dual 
purpose concrete & asphalt, 
sandstone, abrasive 
materials and abrasive 
concrete products (e.g. roof 
tiles, blocks).
- Available sizes: 7”, 9”, 14” 
and 16”

Applications include: medium and soft bricks, 
concrete blocks (lightweight and dense), 
abrasive concrete products
- All popular plumbers sizes up to 127mm

Applications include: asphalt & 
extremely abrasive products, 
cement screed, lignacite blocks.
- Available sizes: 14” and 16”

Everything you need to get started with dry 
core drilling in a sturdy aluminium case.
- Contains PDC cores – 38, 52, 65,   
 117, 127mm
- Contains HEX & SDS adapters   
 and extensions

Applications include: flint and limestone 
aggregate concrete; light to medium reinforced 
concrete; universal building products.
- Sizes up to 200mm with 450mm drilling length

Material Number Description
OX-04MPS 4”

OX-45MPS 4.5”

OX-05MPS 5”

OX-06MPS 6”

OX-07MPS 7”

OX-08MPS 8”

OX-09MPS 9”

OX-10MPS 10”

OX-14MPS 14”

Material Number Description
OX-12MPSS 12”

OX-14MPSS 14”

OX-16MPSS 16”

54V XR LI-ION BRUSHLESS  
CONCRETE CUT OFF SAW
DCS690N-XJ

80V MAX (40Vx2) BRUSHLESS  
355mm (14”) POWER CUT
CE001GZ

Refer to page 346
for more information

Refer to page 359
for more information
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Description Part Number
TT180BM Tile Saw 230V 70184625699

TT200EM Tile Saw 230V 70184625701

TILE SAWS

 - TT180 is a small and lightweight table top tile saw, ideal for cutting 
off small to medium tiles. Easily transportable, delivered with plastic 
protecting case.

 - TT200 is an universal table-top tile saw with a powerful 800W motor. 
Its unique plastic frame serves as an embedded water tank. Dedicated 
to small to medium tiles.

The new Clipper CM42 is a 
lightweight and portable masonry 
saw. Wider and longer than most 
equivalent machines on the 
market, CM42 can cut a 600mm x 
600mm slab in 2 halves of 30cm. 
Stronger frame, new folding feet 
system, improved conveyor cart 
improve stability, and make the 
use easier. Diamond Blade not 
included.

CM 42 COMPACT BRICK SAW
70184693678

youtube

 - Heavy duty rail and cutting head 
guide

 - 230V 900W motor
 - 650mm cutting length
 - Tilting head
 - Folding legs & transport wheels
 - Removable plastic water tray 
with drain plug

 - Robust metal frame
 - Fast and precise locking 
cutting guide

TILE SAW TR 202
70184601106

youtube

Description Part Number
BBL Blocksaw 500 3 Phase 4.0KW 415V 70184683385

BBL Blocksaw 350 3 Phase 4.0KW 415V 70184693006

BBL SERIES
BLOCKBUSTER LARGE
HEAVY-DUTY MASONRY SAWS
 - Fits blades up to 508mm
 - Having a rugged all-steel frame 
design with forklift brackets, these 
saws resist twisting and damage 
during transport around a job site

 - Extended water pan and open 
back frame allows cutting of larger 
materials

Norton Clipper CP514 iLube model Handheld Cut-Off Saw is a powerful 
and user-friendly handheld cut-off saw. Specially designed for your 
safety, it also guarantees a clean and fast cut. This machine cuts 
extremely smoothly due to its highly powerful and reliable engine.
Electronic carburator allows an easy 
3-step engine start. No more choke 
or half-throttle set-up. 5-spring  
anti-vibration system.

CP 514 ILUBE PETROL DEMO SAW
70184693388

youtube

The CM 35 Mini Clipper masonry saw is a 
sturdy and efficient machine that provides clean 
and precise cutting for a wide variety of building 
materials such as bricks, block paving and roof 
tiles.
 - 230V ~1 /2,2 kW motor
 - 125mm max cutting depth
 - 340mm max cutting length
 - Max material height 180mm

CM 35 MASONRY SAW
70184603115

youtube


